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Ryan Neblett agreed with Miller that Wilson did a great job and ultimately won the game.
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version.Stephen Curry has one of the most unique games in all of basketball. Every game has it's own individual play as the NBA MVP continues to prove us again and again that he is not just one dimensional. This year Stephen Curry has taken to his trademark left handed jumper. As he continues to develop into an elite

shooter it seems as if this lefty shot is a key part of his game. With the added bonus of the Curry's shooting numbers coming from that same side. At times Steph will leave it all on the left side of the arc with elite shooting percentages. But most importantly the new Steph Curry has added a high percentage touch to his game
that most would not expect from a guy who was previously a 6'3" combo guard. Through this season Steph Curry has had almost 300 more touches per game than the next closest point guard in the league, Damian Lillard. This is a massive increase in touches for a guy who has established himself as one of the best players in

the league. The way I have been watching Steph Curry this season is through his touches. Much like J.R. Smith uses his touches to get the ball into the post, pick and roll, and 3 point shot. While it is Stephen Curry's greatest strength his dribbling has been an underrated element of his game. Over the last two seasons that
Steph has added a left handed dribble to his game we have seen how he is able to use his dribble in incredibly unique ways. With new opportunities to use his left hand Curry has flourished. This season we have seen Curry make use of his left hand to pull away from his defender and score with his left hand. We have seen him

push the ball in transition when facing the basket with his left hand leading to the ability to get a better look or more traction than normal. I think that the ability to dribble with the ball in his left hand will only improve for Curry as he continues to learn how to manipulate the ball with his left hand. Against the Hornets on
January 23, Stephen Curry set
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